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A new type of external field violating the particle number preservation is studied in one-dimensional
strongly correlated systems by the density matrix renormalization group method. Due to the U共1兲 symmetry
breaking, the ground state has fluctuation of the total particle number, which implies injection of electrons and
holes from out of the chain. This charge fluctuation can be relevant even at half filling because the particle-hole
symmetry is preserved under the finite effective field. In addition, we discuss a quantum phase transition
obtained by considering the symmetry-breaking field as a mean field of interchain hopping.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A doped Mott insulator is one of possible candidates for
superconductors with electron-electron correlation. At a rational filling, strong electron-electron interaction makes electrons localized in real space. This is the Mott insulator where
charge excitations are gapped. Even at this rational filling,
the spin degree of freedom survives as a gapless mode,
where a quantum object as collection of the S = 1 / 2 spins
forms a singlet ground state.
When mobile carriers are introduced into the Mott insulator, we may expect that the charge gap is destroyed, which
realizes a superconducting ground state driven by the electron interaction. In the resonating valence bond picture proposed by Anderson to describe high-Tc superconducting
cuprates,1,2 doped holes itinerate in a spin-singlet ground
state and condense into a superconducting state. If there is no
doped hole, i.e., the half-filled case, the spin-singlet ground
state is expected as a Mott insulator.
Apart from real doping, that is, changing chemical potential, there can be several possibilities for effective carrier
doping. One of a natural possibility can be geometrical frustration in layered organic superconductors, which is approximately described by a half-filled Hubbard model with nextAnother
is
gossamer
nearest-neighbor
hopping.3
superconductivity proposed by Laughlin.4 Even at the halffilled case, finite double occupancy may destroy the Mott
insulator at small on-site Coulomb repulsion and lead the
ground state to the gossamer superconducting state.5,6 This
theory has been also applied to organic superconductors.7
The gossamer superconducting state may not be realized as a
realistic ground state of a typical strongly correlated system
but is a good variational function based on a BardeenCooper-Schrieffer 共BCS兲 superconducting state. However, it
becomes an exact ground state of the model Hamiltonian4
which violates the charge conservation as the BCS Hamiltonian. It is theoretically interesting to consider U共1兲 symmetry breaking generically.
Let us recall the BCS Hamiltonian here. The Hamiltonian
† †
c−k↓ has been widely accepted as a
with quadratic terms ⌬kck↑
theoretical model for superconductors, where ⌬k is a mean
field of pair annihilation amplitude 具ck↑c−k↓典 and ck are an1098-0121/2007/76共23兲/235105共6兲

nihilation operators of fermions. The mean field violates the
U共1兲 gauge symmetry, i.e., the total particle number is not
preserved but fluctuating. This charge fluctuation turns out to
diverge in the thermodynamic limit.8 The simplest candidate
of U共1兲 symmetry-breaking terms is ⌬kc†k + H.c., which implies injection of electrons and holes from out of the system.
The concept of this term is directly connected to local charge
fluctuation or doping. Although the previous study is limited
to the free fermion case, such a one-dimensional 共1D兲 system
defined as H = 兺kkc†k ck + ⌬兺k共c†k + ck兲 has been studied and
was solved with a Jordan-Wigner transformation9 and with a
canonical transformation.10 In Refs. 9 and 10, ⌬ terms were
introduced in different contexts. It is common that the
Hamiltonian is an effective one after tracing out of some
environment. To clarify the meaning of ⌬, let us describe the
procedure of Ref. 9 in detail; this spinless fermion chain can
be mapped to semi-infinite XY model with a local magnetic
field at the boundary. This local magnetic field in the xy
plane violates the number conservation of up 共or down兲 spins
and turns out to be ⌬. In addition, the injection of electrons
by this U共1兲 symmetry-breaking term has been studied in
one-dimensional Josephson junction arrays.11
There are two motivations of the present work. The first is
to clarify the properties of strongly correlated systems under
a new type of external field: ⌬ici† + H.c., where ⌬i depends
on the site i and spin . Especially, the particle-hole symmetric Hubbard model with ⌬i has the ground state which is
a superposition of electron-doped states, hole-doped states,
and the half-filled Mott insulating state, which evokes the
gossamer theory. It is interesting to evaluate fluctuation of
total particle number for an incompressible Mott insulator as
a direct measure of the U共1兲 symmetry breaking. The other is
to test a mean-field-type approach for the interchain hopping
of fermion chains. When we consider a decoupling of interchain hopping t⬜ci†c⬜i into ⌬ici† with the mean-field-type
approximation, the effective fields ⌬i can be identified as
具t⬜ci典.24 In this approach, the Hamiltonian is considered as
an effective one obtained after tracing out neighboring chains
in the quasi-one-dimensional 共quasi-1D兲 systems. In this
sense, this mean field induces fluctuation of total charge of
each chain due to the interchain hopping.
Since the Hubbard model is a strongly correlated system,
we adopt the density matrix renormalized group 共DMRG兲
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method, which is one of powerful numerical methods for 1D
quantum systems.12–14 The method is quite accurate in various 1D systems, while application to two-dimensional systems is difficult. As an application to higher dimensions, we
note that the DMRG method has been already used in
quasi-1D spin systems with interchain couplings treated as
mean fields.15 The present paper is an attempt to quasi-1D
fermionic systems with interchain hopping as a mean field.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we construct
a Hamiltonian with a generalized U共1兲 breaking term and
mention a “bath” site introduced by the canonical
transformation.10 In Sec. III, we describe an application of
the DMRG method to the Hamiltonian which does not conserve particle number. In Sec. IV, we demonstrate the meanfield-type approach for quasi-1D strongly correlated electron
systems. Finally, we conclude the paper with a discussion of
the mean-field-type approach. In the Appendix, the note for
the canonical transformation is given.
II. CORRELATED ELECTRON SYSTEMS WITH U„1…
SYMMETRY-BREAKING TERM

Let us define a Hamiltonian with the generalized
symmetry-breaking term H⌬,
共1兲

H = H0 + H⌬ ,

where H0 can be any Hamiltonian for a correlated electrons
system. In this paper, we restrict H0 to the Hubbard model
defined as
L−1

H0 = − t 兺

兺

i=1 

L

†
ci+1,
c i

+ H.c. + U 兺
i=1

冉 冊冉 冊
1
ni↑ −
2

A. Particle-hole symmetry

Let us suppose that H0 satisfies the particle-hole symmetry, i.e., H0 is invariant under the usual particle-hole transformation on the tight-binding model: ci → 共−1兲ici†. In other
words, H0 commutes with an antiunitary operator ⌰,16 defined as ⌰ = KUph, where K is a complex conjugation and Uph
is the unitary operator defined as Uph = iL兿i关ci + 共−1兲ici†兴. It
satisfies
−1
ciUph = 共− 1兲ic†i ,
⌰−1ci⌰ = Uph

and one can show
⌰−1H0⌰ = H0 ,
⌰−1H⌬共⌬i兲⌰ = H⌬„共− 1兲i⌬i…,
where t can be complex. We take t = 1 as a unit of energy in
the numerical calculations. The symmetry-breaking term H⌬
with ⌬i = 共−1兲i⌬i is also invariant under the particle-hole
transformation, where the Hamiltonian H = H0 + H⌬ preserves
the particle-hole symmetry but breaks U共1兲 and SU共2兲 symmetries. It is easy to show that the total number of electrons
of this Hamiltonian is half filled when the ground state is
unique. The proof is as follows: Because of the particle-hole
symmetry ⌰−1H⌰ = H, ⌰−1兩gs典 is also the ground state,
H⌰−1兩gs典 = Egs⌰−1兩gs典. Since the ground state is unique, 兩gs典
is proportional to ⌰−1兩gs典 except for a phase factor. Then,
one obtains
具gs兩Ntot兩gs典 = 具gs兩⌰−1Ntot⌰兩gs典,

1
ni↓ −
,
2

and the total number Ntot satisfies
⌰−1Ntot⌰ = 2L − Ntot .

共2兲
where ci is a fermion operator and L is the system size. The
symmetry-breaking term H⌬ is defined as
H⌬ = 兺 ⌬i*ci + ⌬ici† ,
i

共4兲

共3兲

where ⌬i are considered as external fields at this stage. This
model with nonzero ⌬i breaks the particle number conservation, because H⌬ is not commutable with the total number
of particles, 关H⌬ , Ntot兴 ⫽ 0, where Ntot = 兺ci†ci. This is due to
the fact that H⌬ breaks the U共1兲 symmetry, where the global
U共1兲 rotation is defined as ci → eici.
Generally, an external field breaks some symmetry as a
magnetic field breaks a spin rotational symmetry. In addition
to the U共1兲 symmetry breaking, H⌬ also breaks the SU共2兲
spin-rotational symmetry, while H0 is an SU共2兲 invariant,
where the global SU共2兲 rotation is defined as ci → Uci, where
ci=t共ci↑ , ci↓兲 and det U = 1. The symmetry-breaking term
transforms under the SU共2兲 rotation as
H⌬共⌬i兲 = 兺 c†i ⌬i + ⌬†i ci
i

共5兲

From Eqs. 共4兲 and 共5兲, it is deduced that total number of
electrons is half filled, 具Ntot典 = L. It might be interesting to
remind the reader that the half-filled Hamiltonian with the
U共1兲 symmetry-breaking term has some analogy to the halffilled case of the gossamer superconducting theory with a
finite double occupancy.
B. Hidden even-odd parity conservation

To handle the fermion sign by the DMRG method, let us
consider the following extension of the Hilbert space by the
canonical transformation:10
ci → c̃i = 共␣ + ␣†兲ci ,
where ␣ is an additional annihilation operator of a spinless
fermion and satisfies
兵␣,ci其 = 0,

兵␣†,ci其 = 0.

Anticommutation relations of c̃i are easily shown as
兵c̃i , c̃i⬘⬘其 = −兵ci , ci⬘⬘其 = 0
and
兵c̃i , c̃i†⬘⬘其 = 兵ci , ci†⬘⬘其
= ␦ii⬘␦⬘. Moreover, H0 is invariant under this transformation,

→H⌬⬘ = H⌬共U†⌬i兲,

H0 = H0共兵c̃i其兲 = H0共兵ci其兲,
H0 = H0共兵ci其兲 → 

where ⌬i=t共⌬i↑ , ⌬i↓兲. The symmetry is recovered only if
⌬i = 0 for all i , .

because H0 is made of invariant operators as c̃i†c̃i⬘⬘
= ci†ci⬘⬘. However, the term H̃⌬ is modified as
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H⌬ → 
H⌬ = 兺 ⌬i*共␣ + ␣†兲ci + ⌬ici†共␣ + ␣†兲.

α |α >

(a)

n

i

This implies that ␣ site is a “environment bath” site in the
spirit of the dynamical mean field theory.17 The operator of
the total particle number Ntot is invariant under the transformation, i.e., Ñtot = Ntot. The total Hamiltonian H̃ conserves
neither Ñtot nor the total particle number including ␣, Ñ␣
= Ñtot + ␣†␣. However, the parity of Ñ␣ is conserved.
The parity operator of Ñ␣ is defined as
˜

P̃ = eiN␣ = ei␣

†␣

e ic
兿
i

†
ici

共6兲

and satisfies P̃† P̃ = 1 and P̃ = P̃†. Since H̃ is bilinear, one can
show that the even-odd parity of Ñ␣ is conserved, i.e.,
关H̃, P̃兴 = 0.
Since P̃ is conserved, one can take simultaneous eigenstates of H̃ and P̃ as
H̃兩⌿̃共E,p兲典 = E兩⌿̃共E,p兲典,
P̃兩⌿̃共E,p兲典 = p兩⌿̃共E,p兲典,
where E is eigenenergy and p is ±1. The ground states
兩⌿̃共E , p兲典 for H̃ are doubly degenerated if the ground state
兩⌿共E兲典 for the original Hamiltonian H is unique. As shown
in the Appendix, one can show that expectation value of any
operator O in the original Fock space is written as
具⌿共E兲兩O兩⌿共E兲典 = 具⌿̃共E ; + 兲兩Õ兩⌿̃共E ; + 兲典 = 具⌿̃共E ; −兲兩Õ兩⌿̃共E ;
−兲典. This means that any expectation value for the original
system H can be obtained from the system H̃. We note that
such operators with ␣ as Ñ␣ has no corresponding operator in
the original Fock space.
III. METHOD

To study the 1D strongly correlated system without conservation of the total particle number, we use the DMRG
method. As we implied in the previous section, the conservation of even-odd parity of particle number is required to
handle the fermion sign in the DMRG algorithm. In this
section, we will illustrate the algorithm in detail. We note
that the DMRG method has been applied to the different
model which does not conserve the total number of particles
but conserves its parity, for example, a t-J model with a BCS
mean field18 or the BCS pairing Hamiltonian.19
First of all, we describe the iterative procedure of the
DMRG for the Hamiltonian H̃ with ␣ site. Figure 1 illustrates a system in the first iterative procedure enlarging the
system size from L = 4 to L = 6. As seen in Fig. 1共b兲, the
hopping terms between ␣ site and each sites in H̃⌬ become
long range in the successive elongation. Generally speaking,
long-range hopping terms such as c†1cL increase numerical
errors, but the present situation is better because the ␣ site is
not renormalized in this iterative procedure.

c1

c2

c3

c4

|L n >

|CLn >

|C Rn >

|R n>

α

(b)

c1

c2
|L n >

|α n >

c3

c4

|CLn >

|C Rn >

c5

c6
|R n>

FIG. 1. The system in the first step for infinite system algorithm
of the DMRG with the bath site ␣. The system size is enlarged from
共a兲 L = 4 to 共b兲 L = 6. The ␣ site, left block, center-left site, centerright site, and right block are represented by indices 兩␣n典, 兩Ln典, 兩CLn 典,
兩CRn 典, and 兩Rn典.

Next, to handle a fermionic system, one needs to deal
with the fermion sign.13 When the two local operators Â and
B̂ are represented in bases 兩An典 and 兩Bn典, one can get the
product as 具AnBm兩ÂB̂兩An⬘Bm⬘典 = ± 具An兩Â兩An⬘典具Bm兩B̂兩Bm⬘典,
where the signature ⫾ comes from the fermion sign. This
formula is valid if the states 兩An典 and 兩Bn典 have a fixed evenodd parity of particle number and operators Â and B̂ conserve the even-odd parity. Otherwise, states need to be modified by the rearrangement; for example, such states as 共1
+ c†兲兩0典 may change to 共1 − c†兲兩0典, which is not an easy task
for the DMRG procedure. This is the reason why conservation of even-odd parity is required by the DMRG.
The canonical transformation makes it possible to calculate the fermion sign because all operators conserve the
even-odd parity as shown in Eq. 共A1兲 in the Appendix.
Moreover, local bases 兩Ln典, 兩CLn 典, 兩CRn 典, 兩Rn典, and 兩␣n典 are
eigenstates of the parity operator. To explain it, let us describe one step of the iterative procedure below.
共1兲 Here, we suppose that local bases have fixed parity of
particle number as in L = 4 system.
共2兲 Make the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian H̃ from
local operators represented by local bases, taking care of the
fermion sign. The Hamiltonian H̃ is block diagonalized into
even and odd parity sectors.
共3兲 Calculate the ground states 兩⌿̃共Egs , p兲典 and its energy
Egs, where the even-odd parity of particle number is denoted
by p = ±.
共4兲 Make the matrix elements of four density matrices
L/R,±,

L,± = Tr ±,
R,CR,␣

R,± = Tr ± ,
L,CL,␣

共7兲

where ± = 兩⌿̃共Egs , ± 兲典具⌿̃共Egs , ± 兲兩. One can show that these
density matrices are block diagonalized into even and odd
parity sectors, i.e., 关L/R,± , eiNL/R兴 = 0, as the Hamiltonian is.
共5兲 Diagonalize L/R,± and select the lowest m eigenvalues
and their eigenvectors called renormalized bases, which are
eigenstates of eiNL/R.
共6兲 Remake matrix elements of all local operators in the
renormalized bases. Then, renormalized bases are the next
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1
具A典 = 兺 具⌿̃共Egs,p兲兩Ã兩⌿̃共Egs,p兲典
2 p=±

共8兲

to avoid the numerical error. We note that we restrict the
system size L to even to obtain the unique ground state
兩⌿共E兲典 for H. In the DMRG calculation, H̃ is used, where the
ground states 兩⌿̃共E , p兲典 for H̃ are doubly degenerated after
the canonical transformation.
IV. RESULTS

In the following, we will show numerical evaluation of
total-charge fluctuation in Sec. IV A, which is the direct consequence of external fields ⌬i. In Sec. IV B, we will show a
demonstration of the mean-field theory to deal with the interchain hopping.
A. Total-charge fluctuation

The ground state for H0 has a fixed number of electrons
because the Hamiltonian H0 is commutable with N̂, where
the total-charge fluctuation, ⌬N = 具N̂2典 − 具N̂典2, is zero when
the ground state is unique. On the other hand, since the external field ⌬i breaks the U共1兲 symmetry, the total-charge
fluctuation becomes finite. The ground state for nonzero ⌬i
is a superposition of electron-doped and hole-doped states. It
implies that, even at half filling, “effective carriers” are introduced by the nonzero ⌬i.
In Fig. 2, total-charge fluctuation ⌬N as a function of 1 / U
is plotted. When the Coulomb interaction U becomes infinite, doped states are not allowed at half filling and ⌬N becomes zero. Finite total-charge fluctuation is proportional to
1 / U. This means that large charge gap prefers no fluctuation.
It should be noted that in large 1 / U region, total-charge fluctuation ⌬N is of order of unity, ⌬N ⬃ O共1兲. That is, the
present model cannot reproduce the BCS ground state with
⌬N ⬃ O共L1/2兲. Since the charge compressibility is defined as

冑

具Ntot典

共兲 = n = L1  , the charge compressibility is expected to
be zero in the limit L → ⬁ at half filling even in our model
with finite ⌬.

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4

∆N

local bases and satisfy the supposition in the step 共1兲.
As described in the procedure, since H̃ conserves evenodd parity, one can show that each local base in each steps
has fixed parity of particle number. That is, one can calculate
the fermion sign.
Finally, we note that the number of states of left and right
blocks, m, is used up to about 60 to obtain the truncation
error of less than 10−4. Since we deal with general ⌬i which
depends on the spatial site, the DMRG method for the random system20 is employed. Although we implemented the
infinite-size and finite-size methods, we found that the improvement of the accuracy due to the finite-size method is
small for L 艋 40 and m = 64. One reason is that the DMRG
for random systems has more information about the boundary than usual DMRG.
The expectation value is evaluated as

0.3
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0.1
0

0
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0.1
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0.25
1/U

0.3

0.35

0.4
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0.5

FIG. 2. An example of total-charge fluctuation ⌬N as a function
of 1 / U for system-size L = 4 at half filling with the Hamiltonian
H = H0 + H⌬ at t = 1 and particle-hole symmetric ⌬n = cos共n / 4兲,
where 具Ntot典 = L is satisfied numerically. This figure is only for the
small system and relatively large ⌬i, but the qualitative character
that ⌬N is proportional to 1 / U is general.
B. Interchain hopping as mean fields

In this section, let us consider the interchain hopping of
1D Mott insulators. When we take an ansatz of the meanfield type, the external field ⌬i can be determined selfconsistently as −t⬜ci†ci⬜ ⬃ ci†⌬i. We adopt the selfconsistent equation
⌬i = − t⬜具ci典.
Although the interchain hopping also gives rise to effects of
the band structure and the dimensionality, they are not taken
into account in the present approach. The meaning of t⬜ in
the self-consistent equation is the strength of charge fluctuation in the perpendicular direction with the general band
structure. In other words, t⬜ is the hopping energy between
the 1D system and the surrounding environment in analogy
with Refs. 9 and 10, where the Hamiltonian is an effective
one after tracing out of some environment.
In the DMRG method, we used the transformed Hamiltonian H̃ and the transformed self-consistent equation as
⌬i = −t⬜具共␣ + ␣†兲ci典. We note that ⌬i is limited to real
number and left-right symmetric for simplicity. In Fig. 3,
some results of converged ⌬i after the self-consistent loop
for L = 20 are plotted. Converged ⌬i decreases as the interaction U increases. Also, we have observed a quantum phase
transition from nonzero ⌬i to zero ⌬i.
To clarify the transition, we define the stabilization energy
⌬E = E共0兲 − E共⌬i兲, which implies the energy gain due to the
charge fluctuation in the perpendicular direction, where
E共⌬i兲 is the ground state energy with converged ⌬i. There
are two simple limits: infinite U limit and small t⬜ limit. In
both cases, ⌬i converged to about zero and the 1D Mott
insulator is realized. In Fig. 4, the stabilization energy is
plotted as a function of t⬜. Increasing t⬜ means that the
length between chains is changing more closely, which corresponds to applying pressure. In the small t⬜ region, ⌬E
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FIG. 3. Converged ⌬i = ⌬i as a real function of site i with
varying U = 0 , 3 , 4. The system size is L = 20.

becomes zero, which is identified as the 1D Mott insulator
phase. Actually, converged ⌬i and ⌬N are zero there. There
is a transition from the 1D Mott insulator phase to the
symmetry-breaking phase as t⬜ increase. Extrapolated values
c
/ t = 0.16 for
in Fig. 4 are consistent with a critical point t⬜
U / t = 2. Since the charge gap of Mott chain of U / t = 2 is ⌬c
c
= 0.17,21 the naive criterion t⬜
⬃ ⌬c 共Ref. 22兲 is reasonable in
this analysis.
V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have numerically studied effects of
U共1兲 and SU共2兲 symmetry breakings due to the external
fields ⌬i, which lead to nonzero total-charge fluctuation ⌬N.
Finite ⌬N means that the ground state is a superposition of
electron-doped and hole-doped states. We have applied the
DMRG method to the particle-hole symmetric Hubbard
chain with ⌬i and demonstrated that the total-charge fluctuation ⌬N at zero temperature is linear in 1 / U even at halffilled case.
0.4

L=6
L=8
L=10
L=12
L=20
L=40
L Infinite

0.35
0.3

∆E

0.25

Considering ⌬i as a mean field of interchain hopping
tentatively, we have obtained the quantum phase transition
from the 1D Mott insulator to the symmetry-breaking phase
c
in Fig. 4 is in reasonas t⬜ increases. The transition point t⬜
able agreement with the naive criterion.22 In the symmetrybreaking phase, effectively doped carriers itinerate between
chains by the nonzero ⌬i. Since the difference between two
phases is whether the interchain hopping becomes relevant
or not, one may say that this transition is a deconfinement
transition.22
As described in Sec. IV, the magnitude of ⌬N as a function of the system size is constant while the BCS theory
gives ⌬N ⬃ O共L1/2兲. This property may be related to the fact
that we dropped the anticommutation relation between ⌬i
and fermion operators in the Hamiltonian. That is, expectation value 具ci典 was a fermionic operator before taking the
average as a mean field. As pointed out in Ref. 23, this fact
gives the limitation of this “mean field” approach. To
bosonize the mean field will be published elsewhere.
Due to the limitation, the clarification of the symmetrybreaking phase remains a future work. The clarification is
interesting, because it is well known that destroying the Mott
phase by applying the pressure, i.e., increasing t⬜, is typical
for high-Tc cuprates.
To deal with nonuniform ⌬i, the DMRG method for random systems20 is used, and improvement due to the finitesize method from the infinite-size method was negligible in
this paper. As a technical outlook, we can update the selfconsistent field ⌬i during the finite-size method. The combination of finite method and self-consistent loop will improve the cost of calculation time, where the self-consistent
field is calculated at the center block in sweep of the finite
method. In this method, DMRG is combined with the meanfield theory more closely.
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APPENDIX: CANONICAL TRANSFORMATION

To describe properties of the canonical transformation, we
introduce the Majorana fermions defined as
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␣+ = ␣ + ␣† ,
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␣− = − i共␣ − ␣†兲,
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FIG. 4. Stabilization energy ⌬E = E共0兲 − E共⌬i兲 as a function of
t⬜ with converged ⌬i for U / t = 2. Points are obtained by the
DMRG, and lines are fitted with a linear function.

which are unitary and Hermite and satisfy anticommutation
relations 兵␣+ , ␣−其 = 0 and 兵␣± , ci其 = 0. It can be proven that
even parity of P̃ defined in Eq. 共6兲 is anticommutable with
␣−: 兵P̃ , ␣−其 = 0. In addition, the canonical transformation
maps any operator O in the original system into Õ, which
satisfies
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关P̃,Õ兴 = 关␣−,Õ兴 = 0,

共A1兲

because Õ does not contain ␣−. Finally, since the transformation preserves the anticommutation relations, the new
vacuum 共ci兩0̃典 = ␣兩0̃典 = 0兲 satisfies
具0兩O兩0典 = 具0̃兩Õ兩0̃典.

共A2兲

We note that the Fock space based on the new vacuum is
enlarged from the original Fock space.
To define the states in the new Fock space, we write the
bases in the original Fock space explicitly as

With Eq. 共A1兲 and ␣−2 = 1, one can show 具Ĩ ; + 兩Õ兩I˜⬘ ; + 典
= 具Ĩ ; −兩Õ兩I˜⬘ ; −典. With Eq. 共A2兲, one can also show 具I兩O兩I典
= 具Ĩ ; + 兩Õ兩I˜⬘ ; + 典. Combining them, we summarize


具I兩O兩I⬘典 = 具Ĩ; + 兩Õ兩I
⬘ ; + 典 = 具Ĩ;− 兩Õ兩I
⬘ ;− 典.

This means that the block diagonalized operator has the same
matrix elements for even-odd sectors. Since the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian also satisfy Eq. 共A5兲, the eigenvectors of H and H̃ can be written with the same elements CI共E兲,

2L

兩I典 ª 兩兵ni其典 = 兿 共c†i 兲ni兩0典.

兩⌿共E兲典 = 兺 CI共E兲兩I典,

共A6兲

兩⌿̃共E, ± 兲典 = 兺 CI共E兲兩Ĩ; ± 典,

共A7兲

I

共A3兲

i=1

After the transformation, the bases are mapped into

I

2L

其典 = 兿 共␣ c†兲ni兩0̃典.
兩Ĩ典 ª 兩兵n
i
+ i

共A5兲

共A4兲

i=1

Since ␣+2 = 1, the bases have even parity of P̃: P̃兩Ĩ典 = 兩Ĩ典, where
P̃ is defined in Eq. 共6兲. When we define 兩Ĩ ; + 典 = 兩Ĩ典 and 兩Ĩ ;
−典 = ␣−兩Ĩ典, one can easily show that a set of 2 ⫻ 4L bases
兩Ĩ ; ± 典 is the orthonormalized complete set and the bases satisfy P̃兩Ĩ ; ± 典 = ± 兩Ĩ ; ± 典 because of 兵P̃ , ␣−其 = 0.
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